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AMENDED CLAIMS
received by the International Bureau on 27 October 201 4 (27. 10.201 4)

What is claimed is:

1. A maintenance system for wind turbine tower located in the sea, said maintenance system

comprising:

a maintenance capsule for transporting wind turbine tools, maintenance parts and other cargo,

and repair people to and from the wind turbine tower, said maintenance capsule comprising:

a seaworthy watertight, floatable container able to safely survive being disposed in

the sea and protect people and cargo located in said container, said container enabling cargo and

maintenance people to be loaded and unloaded f om said container;

a crane assembly extendable from a wind turbine tower, said crane assembly including:

a boom for extending from the wind turbine tower over the sea; and

a movement structure extending along said boom; and

a trolley movable along said movement structure for moving said capsule to and from the

wind turbine tower apparatus.

2. A maintenance system according to claim 1 and further including;

a capsule attachment line holding-and-releasing apparatus for selectively holding and

releasing a capsule attachment line for engagement by said trolley for selectively enabling said

maintenance capsule to be moved to or from the wind turbine tower apparatus.

3. A maintenance system according to claim 2 wherein said capsule attachment line

holding-and-releasing apparatus selectively holds and releases a capsule attachment line for

selectively enabling said maintenance capsule to be moved to or withdrawn from the wind turbine

tower, and said trolley selectively dispenses the capsule attachment line for engagement by a

maintenance capsule or withdraws a dispensed attachment line, and wherein said capsule further

comprises an attachment line receiving port for receiving and releasing the capsule attachment line.

4. A maintenance system according to claim 3 wherein said container further includes a

truncated outer shell defining the exterior of said capsule, said truncated outer shell having a nose

portion, and said attachment line discharge port is located in said nose portion.

5. A maintenance system according to claim 2 wherein said container further comprises:

an operational compartment;

a watertight bulkhead separating said operational compartment from the remainder of the

capsule; and

operational equipment disposed in or extending from said operational compartment, said

operational equipment comprising:

a towrope for being grasped to enable the towing of said maintenance capsule;

a towrope storage compartment for storing said towrope;
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a homing boat for optionally taking a part of said towing rope to said maintenance vessel; and

a launch tube for storing said homing boat

6. A maintenance system according to claim 2 and further comprising:

a capsule attachment line discharge port for receiving and releasing a capsule attachment line

from said capsule attachment line holding-and-releasing apparatus, said capsule attachment line

holding and dispensing apparatus comprising:

a holding mechanism for selectively holding the capsule attachment line to enable said

maintenance capsule to be pulled by or released from the capsule attachment line.

7. A maintenance system according to claim 1 wherein said container comprises:

a personnel compartment;

a cargo compartment; and

a personnel/cargo watertight bulkhead separating said personnel compartment and said cargo

compartment,

8. A maintenance system according to claim 6 wherein said personnel compartment

comprises:

a seat for supporting a person in said personnel compartment; and

a shock absorbing system connected to said seat for absorbing shocks applied to said seat.

9. A maintenance system according to claim 1 wherein said container comprises:

an operational compartment;

a watertight bulkhead separating said operational compartment from the remainder of said

capsule; and

operational equipment disposed in or extending from said operational compartment.

10. A maintenance system according to claim 8 and further comprising operational

compartment outer walls around said operational compartment and air vents through said operational

compartment outer walls to enable said capsule to ventilate air from said operational compartment

when said capsule is dropped into the sea.

1. A maintenance system according to claim 1 and further including capsule support

apparatus for being carried by a maintenance vessel for supporting respective maintenance capsules

in proper position to be engaged by said trolley.

12. A maintenance system according to claim 1 wherein said maintenance capsule has

an elongated configuration, and an upright position for containing maintenance people in a safe and

comfortable position, and wherein said capsule support apparatus is a launch/recovery cradle, said

launch/recovery cradle comprising:

a pair of oppositely disposed cradle parts configured to receive respective maintenance



capsules in the upright position;

a drive system for driving said launch/recovery cradle in a path on the maintenance vessel

having said capsule support apparatus; and

retaining members for releasably retaining in a predetermined position respective capsules on

said cradle.

13. A maintenance system according to claim 12 wherein said respective capsule support

apparatus is able to travel on a deck of the maintenance vessel, the deck having appropriately

configured travel structure to be operatively engaged by said launch/recovery cradle, and wherein

said drive system comprises:

a rotatable mechanism attached to a respective launch/recovery cradle and being driven by a

power source; a d

a guiding structure attached to said deck of the maintenance vessel for cooperating with said

rotatable mechanism to move said launch/recovery cradle in a selected direction.

14. A maintenance system according to claim 13 wherein the maintenance vessel has

drive slot having opposing side walls; wherein said rotatable mechanism is a pair of rotatable gears,

and wherein said guiding structure is a pair of opposing gear racks lining said side walls, said pair of

rotatable gears each engaging a different one of said opposing gear racks and being rotatable in

opposite directions for moving said capsule support apparatus in a selected direction.

15. A maintenance system according to claim 14 wherein said respective launch/recovery

cradles have coaxial parallel wheels for moving the respective launch/recovery cradles in a direction

in said drive slot in response to the engagement and rotation of said rotatable gears along said gear

racks.

16. A maintenance system according to claim 12 wherein said launch/recovery cradle

comprises:

orienting assemblies for orienting said capsule in an upright position.

17. A maintenance system according to claim 6 wherein said launch/recovery cradle

comprises movable retaining arms movable between an active position and a retracted position for

maintaining a received maintenance capsule in a predetermined upright position when said movable

retaining arms are in the active position, and for permitting lateral movement when said movable

retaining arms are in the retracted position.

18. A maintenance system according to claim 16 wherein said launch/recovery cradle

further comprises retaining members for preventing the inadvertent removal of a maintenance capsule

from said launch/recovery cradle.



9 . A maintenance system according to claim 18 wherein said respective maintenance

capsules have externally engageable structure for being engaged to prevent unintended displacement

of said respective capsule, and wherein said launch/recovery cradle further comprises:

force applying structure for applying sufficient non-displacement force on said retaining

members to prevent the inadvertent displacement of said capsule from said capsule support apparatus;

and

capsule release structure for exerting enough force on said maintenance capsule to overcome

said non-displacement force to effect release of said maintenance capsule from said launch/recovery

cradle.

20. A maintenance system according to claim 19 wherein said externally engageable

structure is a groove in said respective capsules, and wherein:

said retaining members comprise opposing rollers extending from said launch/recovery cradle

for entering said groove; and

said force applying structure comprises spring structure for applying said sufficient non-

displacement force on said opposing rollers to releasably hold said opposing rollers in said grooves

in said launch/recovery cradle.

21. A maintenance system according to claim 17 wherein said capsule release structure

comprises a winch held by said trolley for selectively exerting sufficient force on a capsule

attachment line attached to a respective maintenance capsule to overcome the non-displacement force

to effect release of the respective maintenance capsule from said launch/recovery cradle.

22. A maintenance system according to claim and further including a maintenance

vessel, and wherein said maintenance vessel has an upper deck and an upper bay below said upper

deck, and an elevator support structure disposed in said upper bay, said elevator support structure

comprising:

an elevator bed disposed in said upper bay for holding a capsule support apparatus; and

an elevator structure for selectively lifting and lowering said elevator bed between said upper

bay and a level corresponding to said upper deck of said maintenance vessel.

23. A maintenance system according to claim 22 wherein said upper bay has opposing

side walls extending to said upper deck, and wherein said elevator structure further comprises:

a set of grooves in or extending from one of said side walls and said elevator bed, and a set

of columns in the other of said side walls and said elevator bed for sliding movement in said set of

grooves for lifting or lowering said elevator bed between said upper bay and said upper deck for

lifting or lowering one of said capsule support apparatus between said upper bay and said upper deck.

24. A maintenance system according to claim 23 wherein said elevator support structure



further includes shock absorbing and elevating members for absorbing shock forces that otherwise

would have been absorbed by said elevator bed when recovering capsules.

25 A maintenance system according to claim 1 wherein said trolley comprises:

a movement structure movably attached to said boom for moving along said boom; and

a body member assembly for holding, dispensing and retrieving a capsule attachment line;

said body member assembly selectively dispensing a capsule attachment line to a maintenance

capsule to be fixed to said maintenance capsule, and selectively retrieving the maintenance capsule

by retrieving the capsule attachment line to lift the maintenance capsule; and said movement structure

moving said maintenance capsule along said boom between a wind turbine tower and a position over

the sea.

26. A maintenance system according to claim 25 wherein said trolley further comprises;

a set of wheels for supporting said trolley and for moving along said movement support

structure;

wherein said body member assembly comprising a capsule line-holding apparatus.

27. A maintenance system according to claim 26 and further comprising a support

member for operatively connecting said body member assembly to said movement structure.

28. A maintenance system according to claim 27 wherein said trolley further comprises:

a capsule attachment line holding-and-releasing apparatus for selectively holding and

releasing a capsule attachment line for engagement by said trolley for selectively enabling said

maintenance capsule to be moved to or from the wind turbine tower; and

driven tensioning guide rollers engageable with a capsule attachment line extending from said

capsule attachment line holding-and-releasing apparatus to provide enough tension to the capsule

attachment line to effect the dispensing of capsule attachment line from said capsule attachment line

holding-and-releasing apparatus with no load to prevent backlash.

29. A maintenance system according to claim 28 wherein said trolley further comprises:

latching assemblies for selectively engaging a maintenance capsule for securing said

maintenance capsule to said trolley;

wherein said movement support structure moves said trolley along said boom, and said

latching assemblies being selectively actuated to unlatch a latched maintenance capsule or latch an

unlatched maintenance capsule.

30. A maintenance system according to claim 29 and further comprising a rotational

bearing-and-drive device for supporting and holding a maintenance capsule, said rotational bearing-

and-drive device including: a rotational bearing assembly, a body member assembly comprising an

inverted recessed annular structure, a
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gimbal ring, a lower ring-like member and a damping assembly interconnected between said lower

ring-like member and said gimbal ring and between said gimbal ring and said inverted recessed

annular structure, for damping any swinging motion incurred by said capsule.

31. A maintenance system according to claim 30 wherein said damping assembly

comprises a set of dampers, each of said dampers comprising:

a hydraulic system;

a hydraulic cylinder containing hydraulic fluid, said hydraulic cylinder mounted for pivotal

movement in a transverse direction of said rotational bearing-and-drive device;

a piston mounted in said hydraulic cylinder for movement in a direction generally

perpendicular to the transverse direction of pivotal movement of said hydraulic cylinder, said piston

being fixed to said body member assembly;

a flow restrictor;

a hydraulic bypass in said hydraulic system, said hydraulic bypass being a bypass circuit

across said flow restrictor;

a valving apparatus for selectively opening said hydraulic bypass to permit hydraulic fluid to

flow in said hydraulic bypass to allow said maintenance capsule to swing freely and for selectively

thereafter closing said hydraulic bypass to cause said hydraulic fluid to flow through said flow

restrictor and damp the motion of said capsule.

32. A maintenance system according to claim 29 wherein said latching assemblies have a

latching condition for latching a maintenance capsule and a releasing condition for unlatching a

maintenance capsule, and a latching device for biasing said latching assemblies to their latching

condition.

33. A maintenance system according to claim 32 wherein said latching assemblies each

comprise a pivotally mounted latching arm and wherein said capsule-carrying apparatus comprises a

set of unlatching arm actuating assemblies for selectively putting said latching arms in their releasing

condition to release a capsule latched in said latching assemblies.

34. A maintenance system according to claim 29 wherein said capsule has an annular

shoulder, and said latching assemblies comprise latching arms having engagement ends for

selectively engaging said annular shoulder when engaging said capsule.

35. A maintenance system according to claim 1 and further comprising a maintenance

vessel, and wherein said maintenance vessel comprises:

an upper bay for holding said capsule-carrying apparatus;

a capsule transit airlock compartment proximal said upper bay;

an airlock door providing access between said upper bay and said capsule transit airlock
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compartment;

an interior portion of said maintenance vessel proximal said capsule transit airlock

compartment for providing a dry environment to capsules in said interior portion; and

an interior airlock door providing access between said capsule transit airlock compartment

and said interior portion.

36. A maintenance system according to claim 1 wherein said crane assembly further

comprises a tower-engaging support for attaching said boom to the wind turbine tower.

37. A maintenance system according to claim 36 wherein said tower-engaging support

comprises an annular support ring for surrounding and engaging a wind turbine tower.

38. A maintenance system according to claim 37 wherein said tower-engaging support

further compHses a support ring for cooperating with said annular support ring to support said crane

assembly on said wind turbine tower.

39. A maintenance system according to claim 37 and further including a swing-and-

support assembly for enabling said boom to rotate about the wind turbine tower.

40. A maintenance system according to claim 39 wherein said swing-and-support

assembly comprises:

a lower annular ring including a disk-like portion with an upstanding portion surrounding the

wind turbine tower; and

an upper support ring generally facing an annular recess with anti-friction rollers, for

cooperating with said upper annular rail;

said disk-like portion and said upstanding edge portion enabling the rotation of said boom

about the wind turbine tower.

41. A seaworthy, watertight, floatable container for use in an offshore wind turbine

maintenance program, said container being able to safely survive being disposed in the sea and

protect maintenance people and cargo located in said container, said container including:

at least one access door assembly for enabling cargo and at least one maintenance person to

be loaded and unloaded from said container; and

a capsule attachment line holding-and-releasing apparatus for selectively holding and

selectively releasing a capsule attachment line for selectively enabltng said at least one container to

be moved to or from a wind turbine tower.

42. A container according to claim 4 1 and further comprising:

a capsule attachment line discharge port for receiving and paying out a capsule attachment

line from said capsule attachment line hotding-and-releasing apparatus, said capsule attachment line

holding and dispensing apparatus comprising;
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a holding mechanism for selectively holding the capsule attachment line to enable said

container to be pulled or released by the capsule attachment line.

43. A container according to claim 4 1 and further comprising an attachment line discharge

port for receiving and releasing a capsule attachment line.

44. A container according to claim 4 1 and further comprising:

a towrope storage compartment for storing a towrope for being grasped to enable the pulling

of said container;

a homing boat for optionally taking a part of said towing rope to a maintenance vessel; and

a launch tube for storing said homing boat.

45. A container according to claim 4 1 and further including a personnel compartment,

wherein said personnel compartment comprises:

a seat for supporting a person in said personnel compartment; and

a shock absorbing system operatively connected to said seat for absorbing shocks applied to

said seat.

46. A container according to claim 42 wherein said container further includes a truncated

outer shell defining the exterior of said container, said truncated outer shell having a nose portion,

and said cable line discharge port is located in said nose portion,

47. A container according to claim 4 1 and further comprising an operational compartment

and operational compartment outer walls around said operational compartment, and air vents through

said operational compartment outer walls to enable said capsule to ventilate air or drain water from

said operational compartment when said container is dropped into the sea.

48. A maintenance vessel for transporting maintenance capsules to respective offshore

wind turbine tower apparatus, said maintenance vessel including at least capsule support

apparatus for supporting respective maintenance capsules in proper position to be engaged by a

capsule-carrying apparatus.

49. A maintenance vessel according to claim 48 wherein said at least one capsule support

apparatus comprises a launch/recovery cradle said launch recovery cradle comprising:

a pair of oppositely disposed cradle parts configured to receive respective capsules in an

upright position; and

orienting assemblies for releasably retaining in a predetermined position respective capsules

on said cradle.

50. A maintenance vessel according to claim 49 wherein said cradle parts have opposing

upstanding walls inclined towards each other from outwardly-spaced free ends and being inclined

towards each other to narrowly-spaced connected ends for receiving a capsule therebetween, and said
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cradle further comprises:
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orienting members disposed in said opposing, upstanding walls for orienting a received

capsule in an upright position.

51. A maintenance vessel according to claim 50 wherein said orienting members comprise

movable retaining arms in said respective cradle parts for maintaining a received capsule in an upright

position.

52. A maintenance vessel according to claim 48 and further comprising a capsule safety

holding mechanism for preventing the inadvertent removal of a capsule from at least one said capsule

support apparatus.

53. A maintenance vessel according to claim 52 wherein respective received capsules

have externally engageable structure for being engaged to prevent displacement of respective

received capsules when being supported in one of said at least one capsule supporting apparatus, and

wherein said capsule safety holding mechanism comprises:

retaining parts mounted in said at least one capsule support apparatus for engaging said

externally engageable structure of a capsule;

force applying structure for applying sufficient non-displacement force on the capsule to

prevent the inadvertent displacement of the capsule from said at least one capsule support apparatus;

and

capsule release structure for exerting enough force on the capsule to overcome said non-

displacement force to effect release of the capsule from said at least one capsule support apparatus.

54. A maintenance vessel according to claim 48 and further comprising a drive system for

driving said at least one capsule support apparatus in a path on said maintenance vessel, deck portions

for enabling said at least one capsule support apparatus to travel, said deck portions having

appropriately configured travel structure and wherein said drive systems each comprise:

a rotatable mechanism for cooperating with said travel structure; and

a drive device for rotating said rotatable mechanism to effect the travel of said respective

capsule support apparatus in the deck portions of said maintenance vessel,

55. A maintenance vessel according to claim 54 wherein said travel structure comprises

at least one drive and guide slot having opposing parallel side walls and a set of opposing gear racks

mounted parallel to said side walls, said rotatable mechanism is a set of gears attached to said

respective capsule support apparatus and said drive device comprises power apparatus for rotating

said gears for driving said respective capsule support apparatus along said drive and guide slot.

56. A maintenance vessel according to claim 55 and further comprising at least one guide

slot parallel with said at least one drive-and-guide slot, and wherein said at least one capsule support

apparatus comprises alignment and stability apparatus for aligning and avoiding any bobbing of said
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respective capsule support apparatus as said respective capsule a d support apparatus travels on said

maintenance vessel.

57. A maintenance vessel according to claim 56 wherein said alignment and stability

apparatus includes at least one idler assembly disposed in said at least one capsule support apparatus

for riding in said at least one guide slot for supporting, restraining vertically and guiding said at least

one capsule support apparatus as said at least one capsule support apparatus travels along said at (east

one drive slot.

58. A maintenance vessel according to claim 48 wherein said maintenance vessel has an

upper surface and a capsule support apparatus holding bay below said upper surface, and an elevator

structure disposed in said capsule support apparatus holding bay, said elevator structure comprising:

an elevator bed disposed in said capsule support apparatus holding bay for holding a capsule

support apparatus; and

lifting/lowering structure for selectively lifting and lowering said bed between said capsule

support apparatus holding bay at a level corresponding to said upper surface of said maintenance

vessel.

59. A maintenance vessel according to claim 58 wherein said lifting/lowering structure

comprises:

at least one column in or proximal said elevator bed for sliding movement for lifting or

lowering said elevator bed between said capsule support holding apparatus and said upper deck for

lifting or lowering one of said capsule support apparatus between said capsule support apparatus

holding bay and said upper deck.

60. A maintenance vessel according to claim 58 wherein said capsule support apparatus

holding bay has a side wall extending to said upper surface, and wherein said lifting/lowering

structure comprises:

a set of vertical grooves in or extending from one of said side walls and said elevator bed, and

a set of columns in said grooves and said elevator structure for sliding movement in said grooves for

lifting or lowering said elevator bed between said capsule support apparatus holding bay and said

upper surface for lifting or lowering one of said capsule support apparatus between said capsule

support apparatus holding bay and said upper surface.

. A maintenance vessel according to claim 49 wherein said maintenance vessel

comprises:

an upper bay for holding said capsule support apparatus;

a capsule transit airlock compartment proximal said upper bay;

an airlock door providing access between said upper bay and said capsule transit airlock
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compartment;

an interior portion of said maintenance vessel proximal said capsule transit airlock

compartment for providing a dry environment to capsules in said interior portion; and

an interior airlock door providing access between said capsule transit airlock compartment

and said interior portion.

62. A trolley for moving respective maintenance capsules for transporting wind turbine

tools, maintenance parts and other cargo, and repair personnel, relative to a boom of a crane assembly

on wind turbine tower apparatus locked in the sea, said trolley comprising:

a movement structure movably attachable to support structure on the boom for moving along

the boom;

a capsule line-holding apparatus for holding, dispensing and retrieving a capsule attachment

line; and

a rotational bearing-and-drive device comprising:

a body member assembly comprising:

said capsule line-holding apparatus for selectively dispensing a capsule

attachment line to a maintenance capsule to be held by the maintenance capsule, and

selectively retrieving the maintenance capsule to lift the maintenance capsule holding

the capsule attachment line; and

a lower ring-like assembly;

said movement structure selectively moving the maintenance capsule along the boom

between a wind turbine tower and a position over the sea.

63. A trolley according to claim 62 wherein the boom has a wheel support structure

extending along the boom from a position near a wind turbine tower to a position over the sea, and

wherein said movement structure comprises:

a set of wheels for supporting said capsule-carrying apparatus and for moving said capsule-

carrying apparatus across the wheel support structure; and

wherein said a body member is rotatable with respect to said movement structure, and said

body member comprises said capsule line-holding apparatus.

64. A trolley according to claim 63 wherein said body member further comprises a

rotational bearing assembly for rotating said body member relative to said movement structure.

65. A trolley according to claim 64 wherein said trolley further comprises:

driven tensioning guide rollers engageable with a capsule attachment line extending from said

capsule line-holding apparatus to provide enough tension to the capsule attachment line to effect the

dispensing of a capsule attachment line from said capsule line-holding apparatus with no load to
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prevent backlash.

66. A trolley according to claim 62 wherein said lower ring-like assembly comprises a

latching assembly, said latch assembly comprising;

latching assemblies for selectively engaging a maintenance capsule for securing the

maintenance capsule to said trolley;

wherein said movement structure moves said trolley along the boom, and said latching

assemblies can be selectively actuated to unlatch a latched maintenance capsule or latch an unlatched

maintenance capsule.

67. A trolley according to claim 62 wherein said lower ring-like assembly includes a

damping assembly for damping swinging motion incurred by said maintenance capsule imparted by

wind or off vertical initial retrieval.

68. A trolley according to claim 67 wherein said trolley includes a support-and-holding

assembly for holding said capsule in a vertical position under stable weather and movement

conditions, and wherein said damper assembly comprises a set of dampers, said respective dampers

comprising:

a hydraulic system, said hydraulic system comprising:

a hydraulic cylinder, said hydraulic cylinder mounted for pivotal movement in a

transverse direction of said support-and-holding assembly;

hydraulic fluid in said hydraulic system;

a piston mounted in said hydraulic cylinder for movement in a direction generally

perpendicular to the transverse direction of pivotal movement of said hydraulic cylinder; a d

damping circuit components comprising

a hydraulic pressure relief valve in said hydraulic circuit;

a bypass valve connected in parallel with said hydraulic relief valve;

and

a flow restrictor connected in parallel with said hydraulic pressure

relief valve and said bypass valve;

a small powered hydraulic system connected in parallel with said damping circuit

components;

a valving apparatus for selectively opening said damping circuit components to permit

hydraulic fluid to preferably flow through said hydraulic pressure relief valve, said bypass

valve and flow restrictor to allow said maintenance capsule to swing, and for selectively

closing said hydraulic pressure relief valve to force hydraulic fluid to flow through said

damping circuit components to damp the motion of said maintenance capsule, and upon
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cessation of the swinging motion, said valving apparatus redirects hydraulic fluid to said small

powered hydraulic system to subsequently drive said maintenance capsule to the vertical

position.

69. A crane assembly for use in a maintenance system for an offshore wind turbine tower

apparatus extendable from a wind turbine tower in the sea, said crane assembly comprising:

a boom extending over the sea;

a tower-engaging support for attaching sai boom to the wind turbine tower, said tower-

engaging support comprising:

an annular support ring for surrounding and engaging a wind turbine tower;

a support ring for cooperating with said annular support ring to support said crane

assembly on said wind turbine tower; and

a swing-and-support assembly for enabling said boom to rotate about the wind turbine tower.

70. A crane assembly according to claim 69 wherein said swing-and-support assembly

comprises:

at least one annular support comprising:

at least annular support ring for surrounding the wind turbine tower;

a structural assembly extending from said at least one annular support ring and

connecting said at least one annular support ring and said boom;

at least one annular ring rail extending outwardly from the wind turbine tower,

said at least one annular ring rail being fixed with the wind turbine tower;

at least one annular recess and at least one anti-friction roller in said at least one

recess engaging said at least one annular ring rail;

said at least one anti-friction roller cooperating with said at least one annular ring rail, to

enable the rotation of said boom about the wind turbine tower,

71. A crane assembly according to claim 69 wherein said boom has at least one vertical

web and a generally horizontal support flange extending in opposite directions from said at least one

vertical web for supporting a trolley travelling on said flange,

72. A maintenance system according to claim 1 wherein said trolley requires services for

said trolley to be functional, the respective sources of said respective services being located remotely

from said trolley, and respective services transmitter lines for transmitting services from the

respective sources, wherein said maintenance system further comprises:

at least one flexible services carrier to convey the respective services transmitter lines to said

trolley to provide a direct continuous connection of the respective services to said trolley.

73. A maintenance system according to claim 72 wherein said flexible services carrier
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comprises interconnected modular carriers, said modular carriers being linked together to hold

consecutive portions of respective services transmitter lines.

74. A maintenance system according to claim 73 wherein said modular carriers receive

the respective transmitter services lines, said modular carriers having an input end and a movable

output end, said movable output end being operatively connected to said carrier and being movable
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along with said trolley.

75. A maintenance system according to claim 74 wherein said trolley has at least one

device requiring at least one service to operate, and a services structure for operative [y connecting

respective services transmitter lines to one respective at least one device.

76. A maintenance system according to claim 75 wherein said services structure is a rigid

services tube for holding at least one services line in position for transmitting a service to the at least

one device.

77. A maintenance system according to claim 76 and further comprising a services carrier

support tray extending along said boom for supporting said services carrier, said services carrier

support tray having an attachment point attached to said modular carriers for holding a portion of

services transmitter lines extending through said modular carriers, and said rigid services tube having

an upper section located above said attachment point;

wherein the at least one services line enters said modular carriers at said upper section and

extends through said rigid services tube to said trolley.

78. A maintenance system for a wind turbine apparatus, the wind turbine apparatus

including a turbine tower, a wind turbine mounted on the turbine tower and a nacelle for receiving

tools, replacement parts and workers, an access platform, a vertical track system extending between

the access platform and the nacelle, and a cargo elevator cable assembly having a cable and a device

raising and lowering the cable, said maintenance system comprising:

a cargo elevator for receiving a tool and or parts storage box for delivery to or reception from

the nacelle, said cargo elevator comprising:

cable attachment structure for securing said cargo elevator to the cable;

a track engagement-and-traveling assembly for engaging the vertical track system to

move said cargo elevator along the vertical track system;

a tool and/or parts storage box-holding shelf for holding the tool and/or parts storage

box on the cargo elevator; and

a tool and/or parts storage box-blocking device for releasably blocking a tool and/or

parts storage box from rolling off said cargo elevator.

79. A maintenance system according to claim 78 wherein the nacelle has a nacelle

entrance angularly separated from the vertical track system, the wind turbine apparatus further has a

circumferential track system for transporting a tool and/or parts storage box from said cargo elevator

on the vertical track system to a location proximal the nacelle entrance, and a cargo carrier ring

assembly circumferentially mounted at least partly around the turbine tower, the cargo carrier ring

assembly having cargo carrier connectors extending exteriorly from the cargo carrier ring assembly
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and movable between a location proximal the vertical track system and a location proximal the

nacelle entrance, said maintenance system further including:

a cargo carrier for reception from or delivery to said cargo elevator, the tool and/or parts

storage box, at a location proximal the vertical rails, said cargo carrier comprising:

a tool and/or parts storage box-holding frame;

a latching mechanism for releasably latching the tool and/or parts storage box o said

tool and/or parts storage box-holding frame; and

a cargo carrier ring-locking structure for cooperating with the cargo carrier connector

to lock said cargo carrier to the cargo carrier ring.

80. A maintenance system according to claim 79 wherein the cargo carrier ring assembly

transports said cargo carrier along a path, and wherein the turbine tower has turbine tower flanges

extending radially outwardly adjacent the path, and wherein said cargo carrier further comprises:

a set of wheels for riding along the turbine tower flanges to steady said cargo carrier as said

cargo carrier is transported by the cargo carrier ring assembly.

81. A maintenance system according to claim 80 wherein the turbine tower further has a

nacelle platform above the path of the cargo carrier and above said tool and/or parts storage box-

holding frame, and wherein the nacelle platform has a nacelle platform cargo hatch for providing

access to a tool and/or parts storage box located on said tool and/or parts storage box-holding frame,

and wherein said tool and/or parts storage box-holding frame has an open upper portion for enabling

the removal of or the placement of a tool and/or parts storage box from or to said tool and/or parts

storage box-holding frame,

82. A maintenance system according to claim 79 wherein the cargo carrier ring assembly

transports said cargo carrier along a path and wherein said turbine tower further comprises:

structure for cooperating with said turbine tower to steady the motion of said cargo carrier as

said cargo carrier travels along the raits.

83. A maintenance cargo system according to claim 78 wherein said cargo carrier has a

locking mechanism, said locking mechanism comprising:

a top part;

a receptacle in said top part;

a hole in the floor of said nacelle; and

a locking pin for insertion through said hole and said receptacle.

84. A maintenance system according to claim 79 wherein the turbine tower has a storage

box cable-moving apparatus for raising and lowering the cable, the cable having a lower end and the

line having a cargo hook at the lower end of the line, and wherein said latching mechanism comprises
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a set of latches movable between active and passive positions, and wherein said maintenance system

further comprises a tool and/or parts storage box, said tool and/or parts storage box comprising:

shoulder for abutting against said latches when said latches are moved from the passive to the

active position to be supported by and restrained from sideward movement; and

a lifting lug for being engaged by the cargo hook and be lifted from or deposited in said cargo

carrier as the apparatus for raising and lowering the storage box cable respectively raises or lowers

the storage box cable.

85. A maintenance system for a wind turbine apparatus, the wind turbine maintenance

apparatus including a vertical turbine tower, a turbine on the turbine tower, a walkway extending

around a lower portion of the turbine tower, and a nacelle on the turbine tower, the nacelle having a

nacelle entrance, said maintenance system comprising:

cargo elevator guide tracks extending vertically on the turbine tower from the walkway to a

position proximal the nacelle, said cargo elevator guide tracks being angularly offset from the nacelle

entrance and having respective upper ends and respective lower ends;

cargo elevator cable attachment structure extending vertically on the turbine tower, said cargo

elevator attachment structure including a movable cargo elevator cable;

circumferential guide tracks extending around the turbine tower, said circumferential guide

tracks being proximal to said upper ends of said cargo elevator guide tracks;

a nacelle access platform extending outwardly from the turbine tower proximal the nacelle

entrance and being above said circumferential guide tracks, said nacelle access platform comprising

a floor with a cargo hatch;

a cargo elevator cable extending vertically on the turbine tower for cooperating with said

cargo elevator guide tracks;

a cargo elevator for receiving a storage box for delivery to or reception from the nacelle, said

cargo elevator comprising:

cable attachment structure for securing said cargo elevator to said cable;

a track engagement-and-traveling assembly for engaging the vertical tracks to move

said cargo elevator along said cargo elevator guide tracks;

a tool and/or parts storage box shelf for holding the tool and/or parts storage box on

said cargo lift shelf; and

a tool and/or parts storage box-blocking device for releasably locking a tool and/or

parts storage box from rolling off said cargo elevator;

a cargo carrier rack chain ring for moving around the periphery of the turbine tower

between the top of said cargo elevator guide tracks and the entrance to the nacelle, said cargo
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carrier rack chain ring comprising:

a rack drive chain including:

chain segments connected end-to-end to form an endless chain;

a cargo carrier connecting device attached to respective chain

segments; and

a driving device for moving said cargo carrier rack chain ring; a d

a cargo carrier for connection to said cargo carrier connection device for

carrying a tool and/or parts storage box from and/or to said cargo elevator and/or to

and from said nacelle entrance.

86. A maintenance system for a turbine tower apparatus according to claim 85 wherein

said cargo elevator guide tracks comprise:

parallel track legs extending generally radially from said turbine tower; and

coplanar track arms extending from said respective parallel track legs.

87. A maintenance system for a turbine tower apparatus according to claim 85 wherein

said cargo cable elevator attachment structure comprises:

a cargo elevator cable extending vertically along the turbine tower in cooperating proximity

to said cargo elevator guide tracks, said cable having a lower end; and

a cable lifting and lowering apparatus for lifting and lowering said cable.

88. A maintenance system for a turbine tower apparatus according to claim 85 wherein

said circumferential guide tracks each comprise:

a radial, horizontal flange part extending from the turbine tower and having an exterior end;

and

a vertical flange part extending along said radially horizontal flange part.

89. A maintenance system for a turbine tower apparatus according to claim 88 wherein

said coplanar arms having an outwardly-facing side and an inwardly-facing side, and wherein said

track engagement-and-traveling assembly comprises;

holding retention wheels for rolling on the inwardly-facing side of coplanar track arms; and

side guide wheels for rolling on said parallel track legs to guide said cargo elevator smoothly

and evenly as said cargo elevator is raised and lowered on said cargo elevator cable.

90. A maintenance system for a turbine tower according to claim 85 wherein said cargo

carrier comprises:

a holding frame for holding a tool and/or parts storage box;

a set of wheels for rolling on said circumferential guide tracks for restraining said cargo carrier

as said cargo carrier moves on said circumferential guide tracks.
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9 . A maintenance system for a turbine tower according to claim 85 wherein said drive

chain further includes;

chain segments;

chain segments connecting structure for connecting said chain segments into an endless chain;

and

a set of wheels for enabling said endless chain to roll around the turbine tower.

92. A maintenance system according to claim 9 1 wherein said respective chain segments

in said endless chain have an exteriorly-facing side and an interiorly-facing side, and said cargo

carrier connecting devices are located on the exteriorly-facing side of the respective chain segments;

and wherein said driving device comprises:

respective gear racks with teeth, said gear racks being disposed on the interiorly-facing side

of said respective chain segments in said endless chain;

a rotatable gear sequentially engageable with the teeth of said respective gears; and

a drive mechanism for rotating said gear to rotate said endless chain around the turbine tower

to move said cargo carrier between said cargo elevator and said nacelle access platform.
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